Boolean networks is of interest in recent information theoretic research. One measure to quantify this ability is the wellknown mutual information. Using Fourier analysis, we show that canalizing functions maximize mutual information between a single input variable and the outcome of a function with fixed expectation. A similar result can be obtained for the mutual information between a set of input variables and the output. Further, if the expectation of the function is not fixed, we obtain that the mutual information is maximized by a function only dependent on this single variable, i.e., the dictatorship function. We prove our findings for Boolean functions with uniformly distributed as well as product distributed input variables.
are not only distinguished by their different error propagation patterns, but also, for example, by the number of genes that stop changing their state or the lengths of their attractor cycles. Especially at the transition from order to chaos, the so-called critical regime (the edge of chaos), these features change dramatically. A major conclusion drawn from these observations is that living systems (or the models of them) should operate closely to the critical regime.
It is widely believed that critical networks are somehow optimal regarding their information processing capabilities as indicated by using different methods, e.g., in studies on random Boolean networks, [8] - [12] .
In this paper we follow a different approach: Let X := (X 1 , . . . X n ) be a sequence of mutually independent random variables. Now, which Boolean functions maximize mutual information [13] between a single variable and f (X)? We will show that for a fixed μ = E [ f (X)] the maximum is always reached, if f is a so-called canalizing function, that is a function for which the variable i completely determines the output evaluated at its so-called canalizing value. More precisely, we obtain the following result: g(x 1 , . . . , x n ) is canalizing in x i and E [g(X)] = μ if and only if 
{M I ( f (X); X i )} = M I (g(X); X i ),
where the maximization is performed over all Boolean functions with n variables and E [ f (X)] = μ. We further show that if we only maximize over all Boolean functions, and do not fix E [ f (X)], g(X) is a dictatorship function, a function only depending on one variable. This a very interesting finding, as canalizing functions appear to be highly abundant in regulatory networks [14] . Even more, they seem to have a stabilizing effect on the dynamics of random networks [15] - [18] .
Canalizing functions, sometimes also called forcing functions, are not only of relevance in biological contexts, they also play an important role in the design of stack filters [19] - [21] . Further, in [22] it has been shown that a subclass of canalizing functions, the class of nested canalizing functions, is identical to the class of the so-called unate cascade BFs, which are used in the area of logic design [23] , [24] and show an optimal average path length in binary decision diagrams [25] .
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section II we will introduce basic definitions and the notation used. In particular, we will introduce the concepts of Fourier 0018-9448 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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analysis of Boolean functions as far as they are relevant to this work. In Section III our main results are proven in two steps. First, we will address Boolean functions where the input variables are uniformly distributed, second, the result is extended to the more general product distributed case. This is followed by a short discussion of our findings (Section V).
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION

A. Boolean Functions and Fourier Analysis
Throughout the paper we use = {−1, 1} to represent binary values. Binary vectors are denoted by bold symbols, i.e., x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), x i ∈ , and are usually assumed to be of length n. Similarly, random vectors are denoted with bold capital letters, for example X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ). In the following we assume that X has a product distribution, hence the probability mass function can be written as
where
Here, the μ i are arbitrary but fixed. Please note that the standard deviation of X i is σ i = 1 − μ 2 i . Any function f : n → R can be expressed by its Fourier expansion [26] , [27] :
where [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and
, else.
Sometimes we will also use the expression φ U (A), where A is a subset of the variables, i.e., A = {a i ∈ : i ∈ U }. Hence,
The Fourier coefficientsf (U ) can be recovered bŷ
The cardinality of U , i.e., |U |, is also called the order of a coefficient. Further, it follows from Parseval's theorem that
For the special case that the input variables X i are uniformly distributed, that is μ i = 0 and σ i = 1, Eq. (1) reduces to
, else, and consequently Eq. (2), becomeŝ [29] that the Fourier coefficients of canalizing functions satisfy the following conditions:
Hence, as stated in [29] , a BF is canalizing in i , if and only iff (∅) andf ({i }) satisfy Eq. (4). Further, it can be seen that in the uniformly distributed case 
is a BF, whose inputs x j , j ∈ T are fixed to x j = a j . One can now prove the following condition, which the jointly canalizing functions satisfy in the Fourier domain.
, if there exists a set of restrictive values A = {a i ∈ : i ∈ T }, a constant b T ∈ and its Fourier coefficients satisfy the following condition:
Since the zero order coefficient gives the expectation of a BF, it follows thatf
From Corollary 1 of [29] we know:
which concludes the proof.
III. SINGLE-VARIABLE MUTUAL INFORMATION OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS
The mutual information (M I ) between two random variables is defined as:
is Shannon's entropy in bits of some discrete random variable X with its domain X . For the special case that |X | = 2, it reduces to the binary entropy function:
is the conditional entropy between two discrete random variables X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y,
It has been shown in [30] that the mutual information between one input variable x i and the output of a Boolean function is given as:
The fact that the M I is only dependent onf (∅) andf ({i }) coincides with our statement in the previous section that the canalizing property also depends on these two coefficients. Hence, we will only focus on those two Fourier coefficients in the following considerations. The remaining coefficients can be chosen arbitrarily and have no influence on our findings. Also, the number of input variables n does not restrict our investigations, it only determines the possible valuesf (∅) and f ({i }), since they are a multiple of 2 −n .
A. Mutual Information Under Uniform Distribution
For sake of clarity and ease of comprehension we will first focus on canalizing functions in the uniformly distributed case. In the next section we will then generalize this result to product distributed variables.
Theorem 1: Let X ∈ n be a uniformly distributed binary vector and let −1 ≤ μ ≤ +1 be a constant. A BF g maximizes mutual information between one input variable X i and the output of a BF with fixed expectation μ, i.e.,
Proof:
is constant, the only remaining degree of freedom in Eq. (6) isf ({i }). First, we show that the mutual information is convex with respect tô f ({i }). Since the first summand of Eq. (6) only depends on f (∅), we can consider it constant. We hence can focus on the second term, which we can write as:
The binary entropy function h(·) is concave and since its argument is an affine mapping, [31] . Finally, the expectation is a non-negative weighted sum, which preserves convexity. Therefore, the mutual information is convex.
Obviously, mutual information is minimized forf ({i }) = 0, hence, due to convexity, the maximum can be found on the boundaries of the domain. The domain is limited by the nonnegativity of the arguments of h, i.e.,
Thus, the boundaries are given bŷ
Hence, a BF g that maximizes M I satisfies Eq. (8) for a particular x i . It can be seen from Eq. (4) that all functions, which are canalizing in variable x i , are located on the boundary of the domain of the mutual information. The converse also holds, i.e., any function on the boundary of the domain is canalizing. Thus, any BF g, which maximizes MI, is canalizing.
Finally, we need to show that any canalizing function with fix E [ f (X)] = μ maximizes M I . We will do so by showing that all these canalizing functions have the same M I . We have seen before (Eq. (4)) that these functions are constrained by:
Since a i , b i ∈ {−1, +1}, there exist four such types of functions on the boundary. Examining their mutual information leads us to:
which yields:
and hence:
For the uniformly distributed case we write:
Due to b i = sgn f (∅) and the symmetry of h, we finally get Eq. (7). Hence, the mutual information is independent from a i and b i , which concludes the proof.
If there is no constraint on E [ f ], we find that the maximal possible single-variable mutual information in one bit is obtained, iff (∅) = 0 (see Eq. (7)). But this impliesf ({i }) = 1 (see Eq. (3) ), that is, the function g that maximizes the singlevariable mutual information is a so-called dictatorship, i.e., g(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = x i (or its negation), which is controlled by only one input. It turns out that this also holds for product distributions (see Theorem 3 below).
B. Mutual Information Under Product Distribution
The result from the previous section can be extended to input variables under product distribution. We will see that the probability distribution of the canalizing variable plays a key role in maximizing the M I .
Theorem 2: Let X ∈ n be a product distributed binary vector and let −1 ≤ μ ≤ +1 be a constant. A BF g maximizes mutual information between one input variable X i and the output of a BF with fixed expectation μ, i.e., 
Proof: The first part of this proof follows the proof of Theorem 1, where we simply replace χ U (x) by φ U (x). Hence, we can again show that the M I is convex and that the boundary consists of the canalizing functions. Hence, any function g that maximizes M I is canalizing. Now, we need to show that any canalizing function that satisfies the constraints from Eq. (10) maximizes M I .
Starting from Eq. (9), we get
where 
and hencef 
Hence, to maximize M I , we have to minimize H ( f (X)|X i ) for each possible choice off (∅). We can rewrite H ( f (X)|X i )
for all four combinations of a i and b i as follows: We already mentioned that for uniformly distributed input variables the functions that achieve the highest mutual information are dictatorships. We now prove that this also holds for product distributions:
Theorem 3: Let X ∈ n be a product distributed binary vector. A BF g maximizes mutual information between one input variable X i and the output of a BF, i.e.,
if and only if g is a dictatorship function.
Proof: From Theorem 2 we know that g must be a canalizing function. Further, let's assume without loss of generality that μ i ≥ 0. Let us first investigate the case that f (∅) ≥ 0. From Eq. (10) we then obtain that the maximum is achieved for a i = 1, b i = 1, iff (∅) ≥ μ i , and for a i = −1, b i = −1 otherwise. Hence, the maximum singlevariable M I for a certainf (∅) is given by (see Eq. (10))
Lemma 4 shows thatr (f (∅))
is monotonously increasing for 0 ≤f (∅) < μ i , whiles(f (∅)) is monotonously decreasing for μ i ≤f (∅) < 1 (see Lemma 5, both lemmas can be found in the Appendix), hence the maximum is achieved for f (∅) = μ i . Now, let's examine the case thatf (∅) < 0. Obviously from Eq. (10) 
Again, Lemmas 6 and 7 show the monotonic behavior of t(f (∅)) andq(f (∅)), hence, the maximum is achieved for |f (∅)| = μ i . As the maximizing function must be canalizing and due to |f (∅)| = μ i , we have to choosef ({i }) as follows (using Eq. (4) and Theorem 2):
Thus,f (∅) 2 +f ({i }) 2 = 1, which proves that the maximizing function is the dictatorship.
IV. MULTI-VARIABLE MUTUAL INFORMATION
So far, we only considered the M I between one variable and the function's output. Now, we consider the M I between a set T ⊆ [n] of variables and the output. This mutual information has also been derived by the authors of [30] and is given as:
where X T = {X i : i ∈ T }. The following theorem shows that this M I is maximized by jointly canalizing functions. Theorem 4: Let X ∈ n be a product distributed Boolean vector and let −1 ≤ μ ≤ +1 be a constant. A BF g maximizes mutual information between a set of variables T ⊆ [n] and the output of a BF with fixed expectation μ, i.e.,
if g is jointly canalizing in T .
Proof: Again, the M I is convex with respect tô f (S), S ⊆ T , (see proof of Theorem 1) and has a minimum atf (S) = 0, ∀S ⊆ T . Hence, the maximum is again at the boundary of the domain. The domain is limited by the nonnegativity of the arguments of h, i.e., 0 ≤ 1 2
and hence, we can write
One can see from Proposition 1 that the boundary consists only of jointly canalizing functions, which concludes the proof. It remains open, which actual choice of the subset A containing the canalizing values and the canalized value b T has to be made in order to determine the actual jointly canalizing functions, that maximize M I .
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We considered the single-variable mutual information M I ( f (X); X i ), where f is a Boolean function and X is product distributed. Among the functions with fixed expectation E [ f ] = μ the mutual information is always maximized by a function that is canalizing in the variable x i . Our findings are visualized in Fig. 1 for uniformly distributed X, where a 3D diagram of the single-variable mutual information of a BF with uniformly distributed input variables versusf (∅) andf ({i }) is shown. Note that for any function with E f = μ it holds thatf (∅) = μ. M I ( f (X); X i ) of canalizing functions is drawn using a black line, while the single-variable mutual information of the non-canalizing functions is located on the gray ruled area. In Fig. 2, a projection of the surface in the  (f (∅) , M I )-plane is shown. We observe that the canalizing We see in Fig. 4 that the maximum possible single-variable M I is found atf (∅) = μ i = 0.4 and is strictly less than one, as for a dictatorship it holds that H ( f (X)) < 1, if the variables are not uniformly distributed.
As a slight extension, we further investigated the multivariable mutual information, i.e., between a set of variables and the output of the function. In this case similar results as for the single variable case are obtained, namely the corresponding mutual information is maximized by the newly defined jointly canalizing functions.
Our findings show the importance of the canalizing property of Boolean functions with respect to information processing abilities. As already mentioned, canalizing functions seem to have a stabilizing influence on the dynamics of randomly created Boolean networks [16] , although these results are still in dispute [17] . Our findings support the conjectures [8] - [10] that these two properties are closely related.
APPENDIX
Lemma 1:
Let's assume that μ i > 0. Due to the concavity and the parabolic form of q(f (∅)) and r (f (∅)), they can intersect at most two times. Obviously, q(−1) = r (−1) = 0 and q(−μ i ) = 0 < r (−μ i ). Hence, if the slope of r atf (∅) = −1 is larger than the slope of s,
and similarly
One can see that
which concludes the proof for μ i > 0. The proof for μ i < 0 follows the lines as for μ i > 0.
Now we assume that μ i > 0. Due to the concavity and the parabolic form of s(f (∅)) and t (f (∅)), they can intersect at most two times. Obviously, s(+1) = t (+1) = 0, and s(μ i ) = 0 < t (μ i ). Hence, if the slope of t atf (∅) = −1 is larger than the slope of s,
Building the derivative of s(f (∅)) leads us to
Proof: Let's first assume μ i > 0. One can see that
Further,
which, due to concavity of t and r , proves the first part of the Lemma. The proof of the second part follows the lines. .
Thus,q (f (∅)) < 0, which concludes the proof.
